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 Abstract:  

 

 Social network analysis is becoming increasingly popular in our world of ever-
 expanding user data sets. Surprising relationships have been found between 
 seemingly unrelated attributes of human behavior.  

 At Malone University all prospective students fill out admissions applications, 
 including a section identifying future activities in which they are interested. Potential 
 university students can be defined as belonging to network communities with other 
 trait-sharing students. Perhaps these students do not actually become involved in the 
 activities, but do their choices reveal something about their future retention status? 

 This study looks at student interests data from admissions applications of the 477  
 incoming freshman at Malone University in 2009. The involvement interests marked 
 are studied along with the retention rates of those students. The goal of this study is 
 to use the analysis of social networks to determine if there is a relationship between 
 retention rates and the interests chosen by incoming freshman. 
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I. Background 

The method we will use to evaluate our data comes from the field of social network analysis. 

We specifically take the concept of homophily to justify some of our decisions regarding the 

model. In the following section, we will provide a brief overview of social network analysis, 

with specific attention given to the field of homophily. 

A. Social Network Analysis 

Social networks are a studied network coming out of the field of graph theory, which is the 

study of discrete graphs. Discrete graphs are a collection of vertices, also called nodes in 

graph theory, and a collection of edges that join vertices based on some defined relationship. 

More complex graphs add weight to the edges, which can be seen as representing either a 

stronger edge or perhaps a larger edge (as in a graph of a sewer system with larger and 

smaller pipes). Some graphs may also add direction to the edges, with the edges going 

specifically from one node to another. 

Social networks are graphs where nodes represent people or groups of people and edges 

represent some kind of relationship that exists between those people. For instance, a popular 

network has been studied where the nodes are actors/actresses and the edges represent the 

relation: “has been in a movie with”. This became a popular network when it began to be 

studied by three Kevin Bacon fans [4]. The object of their study was to find the “Bacon 

number” for any actor/actress: the Bacon number is the least number of edges it takes for 

an actor/actress to get from him/her to Kevin Bacon in the graph. A website was then 
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developed by Patrick Reynolds to find out the Bacon number of any actor. For instance, the 

Bacon number for Johnny Depp is one as he was in the movie “Black Mass” with Kevin 

Bacon. The Bacon number for Basil Rathbone is two: Rathbone was in “Sherlock Holmes in 

Washington” with John Archer who was then in “The Little Sister” with Kevin Bacon [8]. 

This study helps to demonstrate that we can talk about the centrality of nodes in a graph. It 

turns out that Kevin Bacon can be used to study a subgraph or sub-community of our larger 

actor/actress graph because of the many movies in which he has been. As a very connected 

actor, Bacon has a significant community (or cluster) around him as the community “those 

who have acted with Bacon” or “those who acted with those who acted with Bacon” and so 

on. 

B. Homophily 

Homophily is a helpful and central theme in the analysis of social networks. The first use of 

the term comes out of a sociological work Freedom and Control in Modern Society [2]. The 

chapter “Friendship as a Social Process: a substantive and methodological analysis” written 

by Paul Lazarsfeld and Robert Merton introduces both the terms homophily and heterophily 

[2]. In their studies on friendship, Lazarsfeld and Merton hypothesized we are more likely to 

be friends with those who are similar to us, a tendency they termed homophily; it’s opposite, 

heterophily, is the tendency to be friends with those who are not like us. Homophily has gone 

on from this work to become an important concept both in sociology and in the modeling 

of social networks. 

Homophily has been termed, “one of the basic notions governing the structure of social 

networks” [3]. This can be demonstrated by thinking of the traditional social network model: 
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two people are alike in some way, thus we think of them as sharing some kind of connection 

and, if we are studying that kind of connection, we form an edge between the two people as 

a result. As we study homophily in a graph, we want to find a good way of quantifying this 

property- to what extent are the nodes of a particular network “alike”? If we can devise 

several ways of trying to answer this question, then we want to determine what the most 

effective and most representative ways are. 

For a simple model of homophily, we will look at an example of grade school friendships 

from Easley and Kleinberg’s book Networks, Crowds, and Markets [3]. This network models 

the friendships between students in a grade school classroom. In this example, elementary 

students are asked to identify who their friends are. From this identification, a network is 

made of the children where the edges formed between students signify the friendships that 

there are (See Figure 1.)  

  

 

Figure 1: Grade school friendships [3] 
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The grade school network is organized in a way where the nodes representing girls are circles 

and those representing boys are squares. We are interested in whether or not friendships are 

formed more frequently between children of the same sex. Thus we compare the probability 

of an edge existing between a boy and a girl in our actual graph with the probability of an 

edge existing between a boy and a girl if the same number of edges are assigned randomly 

[3]. The probability of an edge being randomly assigned between a boy and a girl is: 

(
6

9
) (

3

9
) + (

3

9
) (

6

9
) =  

4

9
 ≈ 0.44. 

This would mean that about 7 out of the 17 edges in our graph would be between a boy and 

a girl. In reality we see 5 out of the 17 edges, or 29% of edges, in the graph are between a 

boy and a girl. While what is observed is less than what is expected, deciding what amount of 

difference makes this significant is beyond the scope of this paper. If we decide that this is 

significantly less, then we would conclude there may be a presence of homophily in our 

graph.  

We will use the concept of homophily in developing our retention model. 

II. Model Development 

We will now delve into an overview of our retention model. Our goal is to develop a social 

network with an incoming class of students as the nodes and common interests as the basis 

of the edge connections. Through this, we will investigate if students with common interests 

have similar retention behavior. First, we will define some terms to keep in mind during our 

discussion. Then we will describe the development of the model and its analysis. 
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A. Definitions 

1. Malone: 

Malone University is a private, liberal arts college affiliated with the Evangelical Friends 

church in Canton, Ohio. Malone is the source of our retention data, the university around 

which our study takes place. Malone provided us with both the retention data on students 

and the interest data. 

2. Interests: 

The admissions application for Malone contains a section where students mark 

groups/activities in which they are interested. When we talk about student interests, we are 

talking about the twenty interests on this list for our student group. This list includes things 

such as Bible study, cheerleading, and travel abroad. The full list can be found in     

Appendix 1. 

3. Cohorts: 

Malone categorizes students in cohorts. A cohort is the group of incoming freshman for any 

particular year. We are studying the cohort of 2009, the 477 freshman enrolled in the fall of 

2009. No matter what happens after coming in for the fall those students will always be a 

part of the 2009 cohort. Early graduation, late graduation, dropping out, transferring, or 

anything else does not change the cohort of which they are a part. There are students that 

are not a part of any cohort. These are students who transfer in to Malone or begin at 

Malone in the spring semester. They are not counted in any of the data about a particular 
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cohort; they are lost in this system. Thus, we will not be taking into account any of these 

students.  

4. Gephi 

In our analysis of cohorts, we will be utilizing the open source software Gephi. Gephi was 

developed especially for the discrete graphs found in graph theory. It is an interactive 

software which displays graphs and can run different kinds of statistics and algorithms on a 

graph. Various plugins have also been developed for the software, some of which we will 

make use of as well. 

B. Model 

1. Nodes 

The nodes in our graphs represent students in the cohort. These nodes are color-coded so 

that we can more easily detect clustering in our graph. The colors range from a bright green 

to a bright blue. The brightest green represents students who spent the least amount of time 

at Malone. The strongest blue represents students who spent the most time at Malone. Our 

model caps the time spent at Malone at 8 semesters (4 years) since that is the typical amount 

of time taken to graduate. If a student remains longer than 8 semesters they are colored the 

same as a student who remains exactly eight semesters (See Figure 2). 
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2. Edges 

The presence of an edge will signify that the connected nodes share interests. These edges 

will be undirected, as the relationship of a shared interest is something both students have 

towards each other. For example, if student A shares an interest with student B then student 

B shares an interest with student A. As there are 20 interests, two students could share more 

than one interest. We assign weights to the interests to quantify the possibility of multiple 

interests in common. The weights associated with each edge are the percent of the incoming 

students with that interest. For example, about 55% of the cohort was interested in “Bible 

Study” and about 17% of the cohort was interested in “Instrumental Music.” Thus if two 

students share just the interests “Bible Study” (weight ≈ 0.55) and “Instrumental Music” 

(weight ≈ 0.17), the weight of the edge between them will be the sum of the their common 

interest weights: ≈ 0.72 . The full list of interests and their weights are in Appendix 1. Note 

that 36 students did not specify any interests, and thus are not connected to any other nodes. 

  

Figure 2: Node coloring from 1 to 8+ semesters 
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3. Clusters 

After we assemble our graph in Gephi, we will be looking for clusters that exist. In our 

earlier school children example, the nodes representing girls and boys were more closely 

related to the same sex because they were more connected with those of the same sex. We 

want to know if homophily exists for students with similar retention behavior; that is, we 

want to know if nodes of the same or similar color are more closely related/clustered. We 

will use a couple of clustering algorithms to determine this. 

4. Layout Algorithms 

We will be using three different layout algorithms over the course of our analysis: 

Fruchterman Reingold, OpenOrd, and Noverlap. Layouts in Gephi can be based on 

algorithms for finding clusters and will format the graphs in a way that makes it easier to 

differentiate these clusters by looking at the graph. The Fruchterman Reingold algorithm 

layout was made especially for undirected and unweighted graphs of 1-1000 nodes. It is 

organized to run as a spring-mass system that is seeking equilibrium for a minimized amount 

of energy in the graph [5,6]. It treats the edges as springs and the nodes as masses. 

According to [6], Fruchterman Reingold is a good layout to use when seeking to highlight 

the likenesses shared between nodes. 
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OpenOrd is recommended to highlight differences in the graph [6]. The layout was 

developed from the Fruchterman Reingold algorithm, but it was constructed to run with 

weighted edges and a larger number of nodes in a fixed number of iterations. Although the 

layout was developed to run with a large number of nodes (up to a million), it does not work 

as well with smaller numbers of nodes. Although OpenOrd’s ability to incorporate weights is 

useful to our model, it has a tendency to condense nodes too much to be useful in 

identifying clusters (See Figure 3).  

 

To solve the problem of condensed nodes, we make use of a layout algorithm called 

Noverlap. Noverlap runs until all the nodes are at least a certain distance away from one 

another. Any nodes that are too close or are on top of each other are moved until this 

amount of space is achieved. When we run Noverlap on our graph for OpenOrd, we get 

Figure 4. 

Figure 3: OpenOrd layout for 477 
nodes 
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C. Analysis 

Our analysis looks at our original conception of the graph and then observes the same 

graph, without the top three interests included. This is done in order to determine if the 

more popular interests skew some of the clustering that exists beneath it. We will look 

primarily at the Fruchterman Reingold layout for the graphs as the OpenOrd versions (even 

with Noverlap applied) do not identify any clustering, which we attribute to the number of 

nodes being relatively small. 

 *A note for all the graphs in our modeling: The unconnected nodes form a periphery 

 around the connected part of our graph. To save on picture quality and size, most of 

 these nodes are not pictured in this document.  

Figure 4: OpenOrd after Noverlap 
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1. Edges: Interested out of Freshman (all) 

Our initial model of the graph shows how connected the nodes are under this definition of 

edges. Between the 441 nodes with connection, there are 61,666 edges. Our average degree 

for each node is 258.58, meaning that each node (on average) is connected to more than half 

of the nodes in the graph. The average weighted degree (the sum of the weights connected 

to the node) is 194.64. Our result in this layout is a graph that has one large highly connected 

cluster where nodes not in the cluster do not form distinct clusters of their own, but only 

move away from the main cluster (See Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5: Fruchterman 
Reingold, all interests 
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2. Edges: Interested out of Freshman (without top three) 

In an effort to find clusters that may be hidden because of popular interests, we will take out 

the top three interests from our graph. This means any added weight from the interests will 

be gone, as well as any edges relying solely on those interests. The top three interests and 

their weights are as follows: Bible Study (.55), Intramural Sports (.39), Spiritual 

Organizations (.38).  

We find that even with taking out the top three interests we are left with a significantly 

connected graph, but only 60% of the edges we had before (37,207). There are less nodes in 

the connected portion of the graph as another 34 nodes became unconnected from the 

graph at this point. We have an average degree of 201.12, which is still very close to half of 

the nodes in the graph. What does drop significantly is the average weighted degree, which 

went down to 59.93 from 194.64. Even with the drop in average weighted degree, the 

OpenOrd graph does not differ greatly from its original form. 

We begin to see some small cluster movements in our graph. These small clusters comprise 

at the most around 14 nodes. This leaves the majority of our graph in one large cluster with 

these smaller clusters surrounding it (see Figure 6).  

 *For a side-by-side comparison of the two graphs, see Appendix 3. 
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III. Conclusion 

We do not find a strong presence of clusters in the graphs and thus do not have a basis for 

making any conclusions from the way in which nodes are clustering. Therefore, we are not 

able to find if any relationships of a clustering nature exist in relation to student retention 

semesters. However, in making the model there are many areas which can be investigated to 

find a better or fuller representation of what is happening with these students. 

Figure 6: Without Top Three Interests 
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A. Future Research 

1. Changes to Modeling Technique 

Defining the edge relationship is an important piece going forward. Currently, we define 

edge weights as being the proportion of incoming students that have that interest. An 

intriguing idea is to look at the proportion of incoming students who do not have that 

interest instead. Another option is to assign weights according to the percentage of the 

graduating class who had that interest. We could also work to find a way to define different 

kinds of edges, edges that define different relationships but are displayed in the same graph. 

This would be helpful in differentiating the interests that are connecting various students. A 

potential issue currently is that an edge between two students A and B, and another edge 

between two students C and D could have the same (or similar) weight but represent entirely 

different interests sets. The definition of the “same interest” relationship needs to be 

investigated and developed further to try and account for some of these factors.  

A better layout algorithm would be essential in further investigation into our model. If a 

layout could be developed or found which incorporates weighted edges and works well with 

smaller graphs, then it would be much more meaningful to our investigation. The parameters 

of layout algorithms could also be more rigorously investigated to discern what certain 

parameters should be for a graph like our model.  

2. Data: Acquisition and Definition 

The retention data is not collected in a way which informs the user of certain core aspects to 

retention. When a student stops attending Malone (with the exception of graduation), the 
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next potential semester of attendance is left blank. This does not differentiate between 

students who drop out and students who transfer schools. For students who are suspended, 

the information is put in a semester, but it remains unclear whether that is the semester of 

the suspension or the semester that said student would have returned had he/she not been 

suspended. 

The fact that much of Malone’s student body is involved in athletics may be an important 

piece in the modeling that is missing currently. As we did not have the opportunity to 

analyze the athletic interest data, its impact is something that is unknown. 

A question in our data is whether or not potential students understand the meaning behind 

the interest names. For instance, the interest “Residence Hall Council” may refer to the 

process of becoming a resident assistant (R.A.), but it may not-- the exact meaning remains 

unclear. Even if “Residence Hall Council” does represent the interest of becoming an R.A., 

many potential students (having not been in college before) may not know about R.A.’s or 

what the positions entail. There may be other interests such as this which are conceived 

differently by different sets of students. This creates a problem for the assumption that there 

is something in common for those students sharing an interest. If they are not thinking of 

the same (or even similar) things, then this “shared interest” does not in fact represent a 

similarity.  

There are quite a few special cases with retention which may require a different kind of 

definition than what our current model offers. Some students who leave Malone end up 

returning to Malone in a later semester. For our current model all semesters were counted 

the same, but there may be a conceptual difference between students who attend four 
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consecutive semesters and students who attend two, transfer, and return to attend another 

two semesters. There are also students who take longer than the traditional eight semesters 

to graduate. In our current model, we treat these students the same as we do those who 

attend for eight semesters and graduate. These may need to be redefined in some way. 

Redefinition could be particularly important for those students who attend more than eight 

semesters and do not graduate. 
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Appendix 1- Interests and their weights* 

 

Interest Weight 

Bible Study 0.5481 

Intramural Sports 0.3933 

Spiritual Organizations 0.3849 

Volunteerism 0.3033 
Community Service Organizations 0.3013 

Missions Opportunity 0.2762 

Vocal Music 0.2176 

Travel Abroad 0.2134 

Habitat for Humanity 0.1987 

Academic Clubs 0.1967 

Theatre 0.1736 

Instrumental Music 0.1695 

Newspaper/Yearbook 0.1276 

Outdoor Club 0.1088 

Student Government 0.0879 

Forensics 0.0523 

Residence Hall Council 0.0418 

Cheerleading 0.0356 

Diversity Organizations 0.0335 

Literary Magazine 0.0209 

 

*About 7.5%, or 36, students of the 2009 cohort did not specify any of the listed 

interests. 
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Appendix 2- Clustering Layout comparison 

 
 Fruchterman Reingold [5,6] OpenOrd [1, 6] 

Edge Type 
Undirected 
Unweighted 

Undirected 
Weighted 

Clustering 
Approach 

Spring-Mass system 
Derivation of 
Fruchterman-Reingold 

Run Time 
Unlimited 
Stops at equilibrium if 
possible 

Fixed number of iterations 
Number can be changed 

Number of 
Nodes 

1 – 1,000 
100 – 1,000,000 
*better the larger number 
of nodes 

Emphasis Complementarian  Division 
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Appendix 3: Fruchterman Reingold graphs side-by-side 

  

 

 All Interests Without Top Three 
Number of 
Connected Nodes 

441 407 

Number of Edges 61,666 37,207 
Average Degree 258.58 201.12 
Average 
Weighted Degree 

194.64 59.93 
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